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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As concerns about rising college costs and student debt have intensified in recent years, so has attention to the way student loans are repaid, the manageability of loan payments, and the consequences when students cannot repay. In the United States, federal student loan borrowers currently have a mix of repayment options, including multiple “income-driven repayment” (IDR) plans. IDR plans base monthly payments on a share of the borrower’s income rather than the amount that she owes. In several other countries, IDR is the only way to repay student loans. Some have proposed that the U.S. take a similar approach, either requiring all borrowers to repay through an IDR plan, or automatically enrolling borrowers in IDR but letting them opt out (making IDR the “default” option). Some proposals would also encourage or require the use of passive repayment systems, such as paycheck withholding. This paper focuses on the potential for such proposals to improve or reduce college access, success, and affordability in the U.S., particularly for lower income students.

We found that the complex federal student loan repayment system in the U.S. is clearly ripe for streamlining and improvement, but requiring IDR for everyone could have unintended consequences, and it is certainly not the only way to help more borrowers keep up with their loan payments and avoid default. The vision of all borrowers seamlessly making affordable payments and staying out of default must be tempered with the reality of our country’s broader financial aid and higher education systems, as well as the risk of unintended consequences for lower income students. However, no matter how optimally designed or how widely used, IDR alone cannot solve the larger problems of rising college costs and student debt.

Here is a summary of our main findings:

Program design and context matter

- Whether an IDR plan is the only or default repayment option, how it is designed has implications for borrowers and taxpayers.
  - Key design factors include: how monthly payments are calculated, how accrued interest is treated, whether very low-income borrowers are required to make payments, and if payments are time-limited or can last a lifetime.
- The context in which IDR operates and its goal also matter. Models from Australia and the U.K. are instructive, but the lessons are not easily applicable to the U.S.
  - Key contextual differences include: how college tuition is set, the higher education system’s diversity and centralization, student loan interest rate policies, and the social safety net.
  - The Australian and U.K. systems were not created to increase college access, success, or affordability, but rather to generate revenue for and expand the higher education system.

Trade-offs and challenges of mandatory IDR

- Mandatory IDR would eliminate confusion in selecting a repayment plan but also eliminate consumer choice.
- IDR plans can help make monthly payments manageable, and more widespread use could thus reduce – but not eliminate – student loan defaults.
• Borrowers could end up paying more over the life of the loan under IDR than in a traditional repayment plan.
• IDR can increase the amount of time that borrowers have outstanding debt, which might reduce access to other forms of credit and borrowers’ willingness to buy a home, start a family, start a small business, or save for retirement.
• Without reforms to current accountability systems for colleges, such as sanctions based on cohort default rates, mandatory IDR could inadvertently create a safe haven for schools that fail to serve students well.
• Mandatory IDR could also reduce pressure on governments and colleges to make higher education more affordable.

Trade-offs and challenges of passive student loan repayment

• Federal student loan borrowers already have access to passive repayment. More than two million borrowers with Direct Loans have elected to have their banks automatically make payments to their loan servicers each month. A 0.25% interest rate reduction applies to payments made this way.
• Paycheck withholding is another form of passive repayment, which is used for Australian and U.K. student loans. Whether it simplifies or complicates student loan repayment depends on factors such as borrowers’ financial and tax-filing status, whether they are employees or contractors, have one job or multiple jobs, and if their employers are well equipped to administer such withholdings.

Research and data gaps

• The many gaps in currently available research and data prevent more thorough assessments of how mandatory or default IDR, as well as passive repayment, would likely affect college access, success, and affordability. Examples include: the prevalence of loan aversion, how borrowers who do and do not opt in to current IDR plans differ, and how many student loan borrowers are self-employed or contract workers.
• More information is needed to ensure that such proposals would not lead to additional process burdens and costs for the neediest students.

Other approaches to student loan repayment reform

• Simplify and improve student loan repayment options: provide one well-designed IDR plan that targets benefits to borrowers who need help the most, and a limited menu of traditional plans with incrementally longer repayment periods available to those with larger balances.
• Make it easier for borrowers in IDR to keep their income information up to date.
• Do not treat debt discharged through IDR as taxable income.
• Automatically enroll severely delinquent borrowers in IDR.
• Improve loan counseling, servicing, and outreach, and direct distressed borrowers to IDR.
Because college costs have risen faster than family incomes and available grant aid, student loans have become a fact of life for more Americans than ever before. Less than half of four-year college graduates had loans in 1993. By 2012, 71% had loans, and those who borrowed owed an average of $29,400 at graduation. Among undergraduates at all types of schools, federal Pell Grant recipients – who typically have family incomes under $40,000 – were more than twice as likely as other students to take out a loan in 2012.

As awareness of these trends has grown, so have concerns among policymakers, colleges, the media, and the general public about the burden of student debt. Students and families have real fears about high debt, unmanageable payments, and the consequences of delinquency and default. Students worried about having to borrow may avoid college altogether or try to limit debt in ways that also reduce their odds of success, such as delaying enrollment, attending part time, working long hours, or dropping out. For example, research shows that students working 15 or more hours a week are more likely to drop out of college than those working fewer hours.

To help contain both the real and perceived risks of borrowing, TICAS' Project on Student Debt developed the policy framework and led the advocacy campaign for a federal loan repayment plan called Income-Based Repayment (referred to in this paper as “Classic IBR”), which Congress created in 2007. At the time, safeguards for borrowers with high debt relative to their income were grossly inadequate. We found that students, schools, lenders, and legislators from both sides of the aisle supported the goals of affordable loan payments based on income and family size, and a light at the end of the tunnel with any remaining debt discharged after a certain period of responsible payments.

Classic IBR became available to all federal loan borrowers in July 2009. In 2010, Congress passed President Obama’s proposal to lower monthly payments further and shorten the repayment period for new borrowers starting in July 2014 (referred to in this paper as “2014 IBR”). In 2012, the Administration created the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) plan to extend these benefits to many current students and recent graduates. PAYE builds on a pre-existing but little-

---

1 Calculations by TICAS using data from the U.S. Department of Education, 1993 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS). Figures reflect the cumulative student loan borrowing of undergraduates who were citizens or permanent residents, attended colleges in the 50 states or the District of Columbia, and were expected to graduate with a bachelor’s degree during the academic year.


3 Calculations by TICAS using data from the U.S. Department of Education, 2012 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS). Figures reflect the annual borrowing of undergraduates who were citizens or permanent residents and attended colleges in the 50 states or the District of Columbia.


8 The White House. 2010. “Ensuring That Student Loans are Affordable.” http://1.usa.gov/632TeD.

used plan called Income-Contingent Repayment (ICR), which is still available but in most cases provides less relief than Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE.\(^{10}\) As of December 2013, an estimated 1.9 million Direct Loan borrowers had enrolled in an IDR plan.\(^{11}\) See Figure 1 for a summary of the existing IDR options.

---

**FIGURE 1: SUMMARY OF EXISTING IDR OPTIONS IN THE U.S.\(^ {12}\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Monthly Payment Cap</th>
<th>Discharge After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income-Based Repayment (Classic IBR)</td>
<td>Since 2009 All borrowers with federal student loans (Direct or FFEL), new or old, with a partial financial hardship (PFH).(^ a)</td>
<td>15% of discretionary income(^ b)</td>
<td>25 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income-Based Repayment (2014 IBR)</td>
<td>Starting July 2014 Borrowers who take out their first loan on or after July 1, 2014,(^ c) and have a PFH.</td>
<td>10% of discretionary income</td>
<td>20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay As You Earn (PAYE)</td>
<td>Since late 2012 Direct Loan borrowers who took out their first loan after September 30, 2007 and at least one after September 30, 2011, and have a PFH.</td>
<td>10% of discretionary income</td>
<td>20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income-Contingent Repayment (ICR)</td>
<td>Since 1994 Borrowers with Direct Loans, new or old; no PFH requirement.</td>
<td>The lesser of: 20% of discretionary income and 12-yr repayment amount x income percentage factor</td>
<td>25 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^ a\) Borrowers have a “partial financial hardship” (PFH) if their calculated payment based on income and family size is less than what they would pay under the 10-year standard repayment plan.

\(^ b\) For Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE, discretionary income is defined as the amount of adjusted gross income (AGI) above 150% of the poverty level for the borrower’s household size. For ICR, discretionary income is defined as the amount of AGI above 100% of the poverty level for the borrower’s household size.

\(^ c\) Borrowers can also become eligible for this plan if they had loans before July 1, 2014 but paid them off before borrowing again on or after July 1, 2014. Note that no new FFEL Program loans have been made since June 30, 2010, so only Direct Loans will be eligible for repayment under 2014 IBR.

The IDR plans described above can help federal loan borrowers manage their debt by capping loan payments at a modest share of income and limiting how long they must repay. Access to affordable, income-driven payments and a light at the end of the tunnel are critical safeguards for borrowers in an era of rising college costs and student debt.

However, it is important to recognize that no matter how optimally designed or widely used, IDR alone cannot solve the larger problems of college costs and debt. Repayment policy is just one aspect of our federal loan program, which also includes interest rates, loan limits, and other factors that can affect the cost and amount of student debt. Borrowers’ monthly and total payment amounts are shaped by how much they owe as well as the terms and conditions of their loans, including repayment options. Federal and state investment in grant aid for needy students and state investment in public colleges are key determinants of how much students need to borrow. However, deep cuts in public funding for higher education have significantly shifted the costs of higher education to individual students and their families over the past...

---

\(^ {10}\) For more information about ICR, see [http://studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans/understand/plans/income-contingent](http://studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans/understand/plans/income-contingent).


\(^ {12}\) These plans are only available for federal student loans that are not in default. Parent PLUS loans are not covered. For more information about these repayment plans, see U.S. Department of Education, “Repayment Plans,” [http://1.usa.gov/1e8uKbR](http://1.usa.gov/1e8uKbR).
The current repayment system is far from perfect

Current federal student loan repayment policies and practices are clearly in need of improvement. The number of repayment options and the variation in eligibility requirements, costs, and benefits can be overwhelming. When considering improvements to the current system, it is important to distinguish challenges that stem from inadequate information and outreach from substantive process and design issues, such as having four different IDR plans. Some seemingly insurmountable problems could be solved by improving information and communication, or by technical, administrative, regulatory, or legislative fixes, rather than creating a whole new repayment system.

TICAS has identified several ways to simplify and improve federal loan repayment options to help borrowers manage their debt, and to reduce the financial distress and defaults that undermine the goals of increased enrollment and completion. These proposals are detailed in a 2013 report and summarized in the “Other Approaches to Student Loan Repayment Reform” section.

Our approach to evaluating student loan repayment options

It is in the broader context described above that we consider the question of how a shift to mandatory income-driven repayment of federal student loans might affect college access, success, and affordability, particularly for low-income students. This white paper focuses primarily on the trade-offs and challenges of mandatory or default enrollment in an income-driven plan, rather than how such a plan should be designed. Unless otherwise noted, we use “mandatory IDR” to refer to a loan repayment system in which all borrowers would be required to make income-driven payments. We also consider what lessons can be drawn from other countries’ student loan repayment systems, the use of passive repayment for student loans, and alternative approaches to reducing the burden of student debt.

In assessing potential changes to loan repayment options and other aspects of student aid policy, TICAS considers whether and how those changes are likely to increase access, success, and affordability, particularly for low-income students and their families. We define student success as completing a quality credential without burdensome debt. Borrowers’ perceptions of burden may vary, but one way to define “burdensome” debt is whether it forces borrowers to choose between making their loan payments and meeting basic needs for themselves and their families.

---


16 Ibid.

17 For more information on the implications of program design, see “Why Program Design Matters.”
We also consider the interests of different stakeholders, in this case primarily students, borrowers in repayment, families of students and borrowers, and taxpayers. It is important to note that federal loans need not be entirely self-financing to align with taxpayers’ interests. Rather, we believe that federal loans should be a form of financial aid and merit taxpayer support. In contrast, federal student loans are currently designed such that they generate profits for the government.

There are a number of problems that mandatory IDR and passive repayment policies might seek to address. Emphasis on particular goals will affect both the program’s design and its likely effects on access, success, and affordability. For example, the primary goal could be to increase simplicity and ease of use for borrowers, to reduce student loan default and delinquency, to contain costs for borrowers, or to contain costs or generate revenue for taxpayers.

Our analysis of mandatory IDR and passive repayment focused on:

- The likely effects on college access, success, and affordability for financially needy students.
- What evidence is available to support anticipated outcomes.
- What unintended consequences can be anticipated, and whom would they affect.
- How changes could be implemented within, and interact with, other aspects of our current higher education system, tax system, or social and economic conditions.
- Whether other solutions should also be considered.

COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE: INCOME-DRIVEN REPAYMENT IN AUSTRALIA AND THE UNITED KINGDOM

Several countries have implemented some form of a mandatory income-driven repayment (IDR) system for student loans. Here, we briefly consider the structure and relevance of existing mandatory IDR models in two countries: Australia, the first country to implement an IDR-based student loan system, in 1989; and the United Kingdom (U.K.), which introduced its system in 1998.

Their experiences with mandatory IDR are instructive, but no one model can be easily transferred from one country to another. Ultimately, significant differences in the size, heterogeneity, and tuition-setting mechanisms of each country’s higher education system, as well as in their social welfare policies and other factors, mean that any international lessons must be applied with great care.

Differences in reasons for adopting IDR

The United States shares with Australia and the U.K. many similar underlying concerns about the rising cost of higher education for taxpayers, students, and families, as well as the need to produce more degrees, but the context and conditions in the U.S. are markedly different.

First, Australia and the U.K. implemented mandatory IDR to introduce cost-sharing in an environment where students were paying no tuition, and many received funds to help cover
books, housing, food, and other costs. Because introducing or increasing tuition in systems that were entirely publicly-funded sparked student and other stakeholder concerns, mandatory IDR was a more politically viable approach to introducing fees for students. It limited both the visibility and burden of increased cost by deferring repayment until after the student graduated and was earning a certain amount of money, and by basing monthly payments on a limited percentage of income. In contrast, the U.S. has long relied on students and families to make significant contributions toward tuition, fees, and the other costs of being in school, and, for many, to take on loans to finance higher education. In the U.S., mandatory IDR is typically presented as a way to help ease the burden of students whose loan payments are unmanageably high.

Second, in Australia and the U.K., the primary goal of mandatory IDR was to generate additional revenue for universities to expand student slots and increase institutional quality. It was also argued in Australia that using taxpayer funds to support relatively privileged university students was regressive. While neither country wanted mandatory IDR to decrease the enrollment of any group of students, increasing diversity or addressing equity concerns was not an explicit goal. In the U.S., on the other hand, narrowing participation and completion gaps between lower and higher income students is a widely shared goal. There are open questions about how mandatory IDR might affect low-income students’ enrollment or success in the U.S.

**Differences in diversity, scale, and centralization of higher education**

Major differences in these countries’ higher education systems also make comparisons challenging. As shown in Figure 2 below, Australia has 140 higher education institutions and 200 vocational institutions, about 1.3 million students, and A$26 billion (US$23.1b) in outstanding student loan debt. The U.K. has 160 universities, around 2.5 million students, and £47 billion (US$76.6b) in outstanding student loan debt. In contrast, the U.S. higher education system is far larger and more complex, with more than 7,400 institutions (degree-granting and non-degree granting), 21 million students, and more than $1 trillion in outstanding student loan debt.

Maximum tuition is set centrally by the national government in the U.K. and Australia, where almost all universities are public. In the U.S. there is no national cap on tuition, and tuition-setting authority and policy differ among public, private nonprofit, and private for-profit institutions and across states. The U.S. does have annual and aggregate federal loan limits (set by Congress), but these do not act as de facto caps on tuition, which varies widely by school, state, and sector.

---

21 Chapman and Nicholls 2013.
22 All conversions to U.S. dollars use the exchange rate from February 4, 2014 (1 British Pound Sterling equals 1.63 U.S. Dollar; 1 Australian Dollar equals 0.89 U.S. Dollar).
23 Figures for students and institutions in the U.K. may not include students eligible for government financial aid due to enrollment in “designated courses” at more than 300 providers other than higher education institutions. Due to data limitations, it is difficult to quantify total enrollment in these courses. See Student Finance England. 2014. “Full list of designated courses.” http://www.practitioners.slc.co.uk/policy-information/designated-courses/full-list.aspx.
Other key differences

Beyond higher education, differences in other national policies could lead to unintended consequences for mandatory IDR. For instance, Australia and the U.K. have universal public health care, while the U.S. does not. Unexpected and high medical costs could render otherwise modest loan payments unaffordable in ways that have nothing to do with the borrower’s income per se. It is notable that in the U.S., the majority of bankruptcies are due to medical bills, and 70% of those with medical bankruptcies had health insurance. While the recently enacted Affordable Care Act has introduced subsidies for lower income households to help pay for health insurance, the cost of health insurance and health care itself remains very high in the U.S.

Additionally, differences in tax structures and employment characteristics may create unique complications around implementing mandatory IDR. In the U.S., married spouses can file their taxes jointly, and the vast majority of married filers do, which means that their taxes are based on a single household income figure. In contrast, there is only individual taxation in Australia and the U.K., regardless of marital status. Among other things, such differences affect how easily income-driven payments for married borrowers can be determined and/or collected via the tax system. Differences in the share of the workforce that is contingent or self-employed may also complicate the implementation and administration of mandatory IDR and passive repayment for both borrowers and governments.

Figure 2 on the following page highlights some of the key comparison points between mandatory IDR in Australia and the U.K. and the opt-in IDR plans that exist in the U.S. today.


25 The strength of the social safety net also has consequences for certain types of passive repayment. See “Trade-offs and Challenges of Passive Student Loan Repayment” for more information.


30 One example of the potential difficulty can be found in the IRS Data Retrieval Tool, which helps simplify the federal student aid application process and makes it easier for borrowers to enroll in IDR plans in the U.S. and annually update their income information once enrolled. Married borrowers who file separately are blocked from using this tool, while those who file jointly can easily transfer required income information electronically from the IRS to the Education Department, which sends it to the relevant loan servicer. See http://1.usa.gov/1EP-PV.
## Figure 2: Key Comparisons of IDR Systems and Context: U.S., U.K., and Australia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Australia (Mandatory IDR)</th>
<th>U.K. (Mandatory IDR)</th>
<th>U.S. (Voluntary IDR)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit of Income Taxation</strong></td>
<td>Individual (regardless of marital status)</td>
<td>Individual (regardless of marital status)</td>
<td>Individual or joint (married can file jointly, and most do)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Universal Healthcare</strong></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total # Institutions</strong></td>
<td>340</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>7,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total # Students Enrolled</strong></td>
<td>1.3m</td>
<td>2.5m</td>
<td>21m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government Price Control</strong></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outstanding Student Loan Debt</strong></td>
<td>$23.1b (A$26b)</td>
<td>$76.6b (£47b)</td>
<td>$1.05tbi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest Rate Formula</strong></td>
<td>Loan balance indexed to inflation</td>
<td>Inflation (RPI) + 3.00%</td>
<td>10-Year T Note +2.05%; Undergraduate (up to 8.25%); +3.60%, Graduate (up to 9.50%); +4.60%, PLUS (up to 10.50%)c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2013 Interest Rates</strong></td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>6.30%</td>
<td>3.86%, Undergraduate; 5.41%, Graduate; 6.41%, PLUSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payment Initiated By</strong></td>
<td>Employer</td>
<td>Employerc</td>
<td>Borrower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repayment Threshold</strong></td>
<td>$45,665 (A$51,309, not adjusted for family size)</td>
<td>$34,230 (£21,000, not adjusted for family size)</td>
<td>$17,505 (adjusted for family size)e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repayment Amount (if &gt; $0)</strong></td>
<td>4-8% (progressive) of total taxable income</td>
<td>9% of gross income above threshold</td>
<td>10% (PAYE and 2014 IBR) or 15% (Classic IBR) of adjusted gross income above threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discharge of Remaining Debt</strong></td>
<td>At Death</td>
<td>30 Years</td>
<td>20 Years (PAYE and 2014 IBR) or 25 Years (Classic IBR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-pay Loans w/o Penalty</strong></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to Loan Balance Information</strong></td>
<td>Anytime from tax office</td>
<td>1x per year from SLC</td>
<td>Anytime from servicer or online federal database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* Chart reflects current policy for Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and Pay As You Earn (PAYE).
* Figure for the U.S. includes federal loans for both students and parents, as of December 31, 2013.
* Interest rate policy in the U.S. currently treats Graduate Stafford Loans differently than Graduate and Parent PLUS Loans. See [http://studentaid.ed.gov/types/loans](http://studentaid.ed.gov/types/loans) for more information about the different types of federal loans.
* Due to the significant lag time between employer reporting of withheld payments to the U.K. Student Loan Company (SLC) via the Tax Office, students are recommended to switch to sending payments directly to the SLC from their bank accounts for the final 23 months of payment, to avoid overpaying and having to apply for a refund.
* 150% of the federal poverty guideline for the borrower’s household size. Figure reported in table is the 2014 amount for a single person living in the continental U.S.

---

* Figure 2 reflects current policy for new loans. Complete sources for this figure are provided in Appendix A.
Results and revisions in Australia and the U.K.

In general, the increased cost borne by Australian students due to the implementation of IDR has not measurably altered their demand for higher education or their return on investment. Thus, it is unsurprising that the government has responded to economic pressures and competing policy priorities by tinkering with the IDR system and repeatedly shifting burdens further toward students. In the U.K., this same shift has been even more rapid, culminating in the tripling of tuition charges in 2012 alone. It is too early to assess the impact of this change on college access and success, but the consequences should be closely monitored.

Today, both countries continue to grapple over questions about the costs and benefits of their student loan systems, and both are considering additional changes, including controversial proposals to sell each country’s student loan portfolio to banks to generate revenues for the government. These continuing changes in both Australia and the U.K., which increasingly shift costs from the public to the student, are important to consider when evaluating those models.

TRADE-OFFS AND CHALLENGES OF MANDATORY INCOME-DRIVEN REPAYMENT

While setting income-driven repayment (IDR) as the default or only repayment plan would certainly simplify the repayment plan selection process and would be expected to reduce defaults by helping make monthly payments more manageable, there are important trade-offs for borrowers and other stakeholders that must be considered. Borrowers in IDR may end up paying more in total over the life of their loans than under other repayment plans, and carrying outstanding debt over a longer period of time may reduce their ability or willingness to buy a home or make other financial commitments. Implementing mandatory or default IDR would also raise a number of structural, logistical, and equity issues. Additionally, greatly expanded participation in IDR would intensify the already pressing need to rethink how we hold colleges accountable for serving their students well.

IDR helps make monthly payments manageable, and more widespread use could reduce defaults

By basing monthly payments on borrowers’ income rather than the size of their loan debt, IDR helps make those payments more manageable. Currently, the majority of federal Direct Loan borrowers are enrolled in 10-year standard repayment, the “default” plan that borrowers are placed in if they do not actively select a different one. Under 10-year standard repayment, monthly payments are fixed amounts based on the size of the borrower’s debt. The relatively short repayment period minimizes the total cost of the loan for borrowers who can afford the monthly payments. However, for those who borrowed a large amount, are struggling to find a

32 Chapman and Nicholls 2013.
Lowering borrowers’ monthly payments under IDR can reduce their likelihood of default, which is currently defined as not making any loan payments for at least 270 days.

Lowering borrowers’ federal loan monthly payments in this way can reduce their likelihood of default, which is currently defined as not making any loan payments for at least 270 days. It is important to note, however, that it is still possible for borrowers to default while enrolled in an IDR plan, if they are unable or unwilling to make the required income-driven payments for a specified period of time. No formula is perfect, and borrowers may have substantial expenses (e.g., health care and private education loans) that are not factored into the monthly payment calculation. Specific program design, such as the income exclusion, can also affect how affordable borrowers’ monthly payments would be under IDR.

Default reduction should be a major benefit of IDR, whether opt-in or mandatory, because the consequences of defaulting on a federal student loan are so severe. Borrowers who default face ruined credit scores and high fees that significantly increase the cost of the loan. They can have their wages garnished, see their tax refunds claimed, and even lose part of their Social Security payments. They also lose eligibility for federal student aid that could otherwise help them.

37 $29,400 was the average total student loan debt (including both federal and private loans) for borrowers who graduated with bachelor’s degrees in academic year 2011-12. 71% of bachelor’s degree recipients that year had student debt. See TICAS. 2013. Student Debt and the Class of 2012. http://projectonstudentdebt.org/files/pub/classof2012.pdf.

38 For more details about this borrower scenario, see Appendix B.

39 Both monthly payments and total costs are affected by a multitude of factors specific to the borrower, including his or her debt amount, household size, and income trajectory over the repayment period.

40 See “Why Program Design Matters” for more information.
complete their education or train for a better paying job. In addition, student loans are much more difficult to discharge in bankruptcy than other types of debt.

Participation in the existing IDR plans is currently relatively low, with only 11% of Direct Loan borrowers in repayment enrolled in Classic Income-Based Repayment (IBR), Pay As You Earn (PAYE), or ICR. If an IDR plan were the default or only repayment option, more borrowers would receive the protections it provides, including, in many cases, lower monthly payments. There are clearly more borrowers who could benefit from IDR, given rising default rates and millions of borrowers behind on their student loan payments. However, there are practical ways to reduce delinquency and default while still letting borrowers opt in to IDR. As noted in “Other Approaches to Student Loan Repayment Reform,” streamlined and improved repayment options, improved loan counseling, targeted outreach, and more consumer-friendly processes could go a long way in helping more borrowers who stand to benefit enroll in an IDR plan, or a more traditional plan with a repayment term appropriate to their level of debt.

**Borrowers may end up paying more under IDR**

One potential trade-off for lower monthly payments is that borrowers may end up paying more in total under IDR plans than other repayment plans. Making lower payments over a longer period of time can cost borrowers more in total due to accrued interest, especially if repayment periods are long or unlimited. In fact, the Department of Education cautions borrowers considering IDR plans about the risk of paying “more total interest over the life of the loan than you would under other repayment plans.” The current IDR plans in the U.S. have repayment periods of up to 25 years. Others have also raised concerns about the cost of additional accrued interest.

As shown in Figure 4, Borrower A (with $29,400 debt and a $35,000 starting AGI) would end up paying more in total under PAYE than under 10-year standard repayment, even after adjusting for inflation. In fact, total payments under PAYE would be 46% higher in current dollars, and 26% higher in constant dollars, than total payments under a 10-year standard repayment plan.

---


45 This figure illustrates total amounts paid in current dollars and then discounted at a 2.4% annual rate, the projected average annual increase in the Consumer Price Index over the next 20 years. This calculation does not apply a discount rate above inflation, which will depend on external factors such as federal interest rates and the borrower’s personal preferences for having more money now or in the future. Note that economists and government agencies vary in the discount rates they apply in their calculations and may apply different discount rates for different years.
Note that total costs to borrowers, as well as taxpayers, are affected by the details of how the loan program is structured, in addition to the amount originally borrowed. For example, the length of the repayment period, interest rate, and formula for calculating monthly payment amounts can affect how much borrowers end up paying. For further discussion see the “Why Program Design Matters” section.

Although paying more in accrued interest is an inherent risk of making reduced monthly payments over a longer period of time, there are ways to help manage that risk within an IDR program, whether it is opt-in, automatic, or mandatory. For example, capping interest accrual or capitalization, discharging remaining debt after a certain number of qualifying payments, and not treating discharged loan balances as taxable income would help reduce total repayment burdens for borrowers in IDR.

Given the risk of higher total payments, any IDR program should encourage and make it easy for borrowers to make higher-than-scheduled payments if they can, so they accrue less interest. There should never be a penalty for prepayment, and lenders or servicers should clearly communicate to borrowers the potential benefits of prepayment. Analysis of a recent policy change indicates that given the information and opportunity, consumers may well take steps to contain total costs by making higher payments. A 2009 law and its regulations require credit card statements to include this warning: “If you make only the minimum payment each period, you will pay more in interest and it will take you longer to pay off your balance.” Statements must also provide estimates of repayment period length and total amounts paid if borrowers made the minimum payment versus a higher amount, and monthly payments, total costs, and savings if they were to pay off the bill in three years. The share of consumers making only the minimum payment declined after these disclosure changes occurred, according to initial findings reported by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.46

**Borrowers in IDR plans may end up paying for a longer time**

Although current monthly payment amounts may be more salient to many borrowers than future payments or total costs, there are other real benefits to paying off a loan over a shorter period of time. Carrying outstanding student debt may affect borrowers’ ability and willingness to

---

to make other financial commitments, such as buying a home or a car, enrolling in graduate school, opening a small business, saving for their children’s education, or saving for their own retirement.\textsuperscript{47} Student loan payments are included in debt-to-income ratios that can limit borrowers’ access to other credit, and the need to set aside money for student loan payments ties up funds that could have been used in other ways.\textsuperscript{48} Another trade-off of longer repayment periods is that borrowers may find themselves with more inflexible obligations as they get older, such as a mortgage and childcare expenses. Although they may enter repayment during their lowest earning years, their student loan payments may end up being or feeling more burdensome later in life.

**Mandatory IDR simplifies the repayment selection process, but there are risks to eliminating all choice**

The current repayment plan selection process for federal student loans is far too complex. The number of repayment options and the variation in eligibility requirements, costs, and benefits can be overwhelming, even for otherwise sophisticated borrowers. With so many choices and variables, comparisons can become unwieldy and confusing, and borrowers may end up in plans that do not fit their needs or goals.

Under the existing system, federal student loan borrowers are faced with the following repayment options:\textsuperscript{49}

- 10-year standard repayment, where payments are “fixed” at the same amount each month. This is the “default” plan that borrowers are placed in if they do not actively select another plan.
- 10-year graduated repayment, where payment amounts are lower at first and then increase.
- Extended repayment, with repayment periods lasting up to 30 years.\textsuperscript{50} Monthly payments may be either fixed or graduated. Borrowers can qualify if their federal loan debt is sufficiently high.
- Several IDR plans, with varying benefits and eligibility requirements. For more detail, see Figure 1 on p. 4.
  - Income-Based Repayment (Classic IBR) for borrowers who took out loans before July 2014: monthly payment amounts are 15% of discretionary income, and remaining balances are discharged after 25 years of qualifying payments.
  - Income-Based Repayment (2014 IBR) for borrowers who first took out loans on or after July 1, 2014: monthly payments are 10% of discretionary income, and remaining balances are discharged after 20 years of qualifying payments.


\textsuperscript{49} See \url{http://studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans/understand/plans} for more information about these options.

\textsuperscript{50} In this paper, the term “extended repayment” refers to repayment plans of longer than 10 years. For more information, see U.S. Department of Education, “Extended Plan,” \url{http://studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans/understand/plans/extended}, and “Standard Plan – Monthly Payments for Consolidation Loans,” \url{http://studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans/understand/plans/standard}.
Before imposing a single repayment plan on all federal loan borrowers, in all situations, it is crucial to understand how eliminating choice might affect borrowers.

- Pay As You Earn (PAYE): monthly payments are 10% of discretionary income, and remaining balances are discharged after 20 years of qualifying payments. Only Direct Loans are covered and borrowers must have taken out loans after a certain time period to qualify.

- Income-Contingent Repayment (ICR): monthly payments are the lesser of 20% of discretionary income or the 12-year repayment amount multiplied by an “income percentage factor,” and remaining balances are discharged after 25 years of qualifying payments.

Researchers have found that having too many choices can reduce the odds of an optimal outcome.\(^5\) Consumers (in this case, borrowers) faced with a large set of choices may experience cognitive overload, particularly if the options seem similar. As a result, they may make a suboptimal choice or not make any decision at all.

Mandatory IDR would eliminate the need to understand, compare, and choose to enroll in a specific plan. However, removing all choice has risks as well, such as the potential for borrowers to pay much more over the life of their loans, as described above; and eliminating the borrower’s ability to prioritize minimizing monthly payment amounts, minimizing total time to repayment, and/or minimizing the total cost of the loan based on personal preferences and circumstances.

Before imposing a single repayment plan on all federal loan borrowers, in all situations, it is crucial to understand how eliminating choice might affect borrowers. Only a limited amount of data on enrollment by repayment plan is currently available,\(^5\) and many issues are still unknown. For example:

- How do borrowers choose repayment plans? How often do they switch? What information affects their decisions, and how?

- What are the characteristics of borrowers in different repayment plans (e.g., debt amounts, incomes, household sizes, length of time in repayment, type of program/school attended, ages, race/ethnicity)?

- How are borrowing decisions affected by different aspects of the student loan system, such as the interest rate, monthly payment amounts, total payment amounts, likelihood of delinquency or default, potential for negative amortization, and availability of loan forgiveness?

- What share of borrowers is expected to pay more in total under an existing IDR plan than under standard 10-year repayment? How much more, and for which groups of borrowers?

- What is the repayment status of borrowers in IDR plans compared to those in other plans? What share of borrowers in each plan is making scheduled payments (not 90 or more days delinquent), in forbearance, in deferment, 90 or more days delinquent, or in default? What share of borrowers in delinquency or default is enrolled in each repayment plan?


• When do borrowers default? How often do they re-default after rehabilitation? What are the characteristics of borrowers who default?

**Income documentation challenges**

Making IDR the default or only repayment plan also poses a number of implementation challenges that would need to be addressed.

To automatically enroll borrowers in IDR and automatically adjust their payments in response to changes in annual income, the Department of Education would need access to their tax records or other income information for the life of the loan. One potential mechanism would involve requiring borrowers to provide such access via the promissory note, as a condition of the loan. Borrowers’ permissions could last for the entire repayment period or a smaller number of years, but what would happen to borrowers who decline or forget to renew their permissions? Access for just the first year of repayment would facilitate automatic enrollment but not address the need to update income information at least annually. However, a proposal to require all federal student loan borrowers to provide pre-emptive, indefinite access to their tax information would likely generate significant political and policy concerns.

Regardless of whether enrollment in IDR is by default, mandate, or opt-in as it is today in the U.S., the process for capturing borrowers’ income information needs to be improved and simplified. For example, we have recommended that borrowers have the option of giving the Department of Education access to multiple years of tax data to mitigate the current need for annual income certification. Several limitations of the current system, described below, could hinder attempts to streamline the process if not addressed.

Currently, U.S. borrowers have to provide their income information to apply for IDR plans. Those already making income-driven payments are required to provide updated income documentation every year to continue making such payments; otherwise the monthly payment is increased to a 10-year standard payment. Some borrowers can electronically transfer their tax information into an online form via the IRS’ Data Retrieval Tool (DRT), which has greatly streamlined the application and income recertification process. However, borrowers who recently filed a 1040 form may have to wait from two to 11 weeks to be able to use the DRT, depending on whether they filed electronically or by mail. Additionally, certain types of borrowers cannot use the DRT due to their tax filing status. For more about the limitations, see https://fafsa.ed.gov/help/irshlp10.htm. These limitations apply to the tool’s use for FAFSA completion and for IDR application and annual income confirmation.

---

53 For example, Direct Loan borrowers were formerly able to authorize the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to disclose certain tax return information to the Department and its contractors, for a period of five years. This form (OMB No. 1845-0017) is no longer in use. See U.S. Department of Education, “William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan Program Income Contingent Repayment Plan & Income-Based Repayment Plan Consent to Disclosure of Tax Information,” http://loanconsolidation.ed.gov/forms/icr.pdf.


55 If borrowers do not provide the required income documentation, their monthly payments will be based on their debt when they entered Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, or PAYE. Additionally, any unpaid accrued interest will capitalize, which may increase the total cost of the loan. Borrowers can remain in Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, or PAYE and return to making income-based payments if they eventually provide the required documentation.

56 For more information about how the IRS Data Retrieval Tool can be used with the electronic IBR/PAYE/ICR application, see http://1.usa.gov/LF9WfQ. The IRS Data Retrieval Tool can also be used to provide information for the FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid).


58 Borrowers cannot use the IRS Data Retrieval Tool if they file taxes as “Married Filing Separately” or “Head of Household;” file an amended tax return, a Puerto Rican tax return, or a foreign tax return; or changed marital status since December 31 of the prior year. For more about the limitations, see https://fafsa.ed.gov/help/irship10.htm. These limitations apply to the tool’s use for FAFSA completion and for IDR application and annual income confirmation.
Owe federal income tax; the DRT is not designed to pull earnings data from W-2 or 1099 forms. Borrowers who are blocked from using the DRT must provide a paper copy of their tax form or a tax return transcript. Those who don’t file a 1040 or need to provide more recent income information than their latest tax return reflects must use a more burdensome “alternative documentation of income” process.59

Default or mandatory IDR should not create additional burdens or present additional obstacles for those with the fewest resources. Any system for gathering income information would have to be designed to account for different types of borrowers and employment, and ensure appropriate payment amounts. See “Trade-offs and Challenges of Passive Student Loan Repayment” for a discussion of the implementation issues related to the potential use of paycheck withholding within IDR.

**Implications for college accountability and costs**

Mandatory IDR could also have larger implications for college accountability and costs. For the sake of both students and taxpayers, mandatory IDR must not inadvertently create a safe haven for colleges that fail to serve their students well, or reduce pressures on governments and colleges to make college more affordable.

**Accountability**

Currently, the federal government uses “cohort default rates,” or CDRs, as one key factor to assess colleges’ eligibility to participate in federal grant and loan programs. CDRs measure the share of a school’s federal loan borrowers who default within the first few years of repayment. CDRs are currently the primary way colleges are held accountable for student outcomes. Colleges where many borrowers default are considered too great a risk for further federal investment and lose their eligibility for federal aid.

As discussed above, lowering borrowers’ monthly payments should help reduce their likelihood of default. This is a major benefit of IDR, whether voluntary or mandatory, because the consequences of defaulting on a federal student loan are so severe. With individual borrowers less likely to default, expanded or mandatory participation in IDR would in turn be expected to reduce college CDRs. However, this college-level change would occur for reasons unrelated to how well any college is serving its students. Therefore, a move to mandatory participation in IDR would require reforms in our current accountability systems to ensure that colleges that receive taxpayer subsidies meet meaningful standards. Such reforms could include:

- Lowering the threshold for sanctions based on CDRs. Under current rules, colleges do not lose access to federal aid unless their three-year CDRs are 30% or greater for three consecutive years, or unless their CDR is greater than 40% in one year.60
- Developing a more robust accountability system to assess borrowers’ repayment “wellness” rather than just their most severe distress, in the form of default. Additional measures could include loan repayment rates and/or data on forbearance, delinquency, and economic deferments.

---


60 U.S. Department of Education, Federal Student Aid. 2013. “Cohort Default Rate Guide.” http://ifap.ed.gov/DefaultManagement/guide/attachments/CDRMasterFile.pdf. Colleges with very low borrowing rates are not subject to sanctions, and there are other specific circumstances under which colleges can file challenges, adjustments, and appeals to their CDRs.
• Lengthening the window of time during which default rates are measured, for either disclosure or accountability purposes.

Costs

Additionally, IDR’s promise of more manageable payments after college must not relieve pressure on colleges, states, or the federal government to keep prices down and provide upfront grant aid to lower income students. The past decade has seen an increasing concentration of the costs of higher education on individual students and their families due to cuts in public support.61,62 In fact, net tuition revenue as a share of total educational costs at public colleges increased from 30% in FY2002 to almost half (47%) in FY2012.63 Since the assurance of manageable payments could draw attention away from the costs students are asked to cover, mandatory IDR could make it easier for states and public colleges to continue shifting a growing share of their costs onto individual students and families. For example, a recent proposal in the Washington legislature would replace the state’s need-based grant program with a financial obligation requiring income-driven payments for 21 years or until the tuition the student would have incurred is paid off, whichever comes first.64 See “Human Capital Contracts: Debt by Another Name” for more about such risks.

The best way to support access, success, and affordability for low-income students is to reduce the price of college, either directly or indirectly through grant aid. As mentioned in “Comparative Perspective: Income-Driven Repayment in Australia and the United Kingdom,” the U.K. and Australia did not implement their universal IDR systems with access or success as the goal, and there were no resulting increases in low-income enrollment. In contrast, studies have found that grants are more effective than loans in increasing enrollment and completion,65 and that need-based grant aid in particular increases college enrollment among low- and moderate-income students and reduces their likelihood of dropping out.66


62 Although a recent survey found a small increase in state spending for higher education between FY2013 and FY2014, allocated state support still remains below pre-recession levels and the change in spending varies considerably by state. See Grapevine, Illinois State University with SHEEO. 2014. “Grapevine - Summary Tables, Fiscal Year (FY) 2013-14.” http://grapevine.illinoisstate.edu/tables/index.htm. Table 1.


WHY PROGRAM DESIGN MATTERS

This paper focuses on the broad implications of mandatory income-driven repayment (IDR) and/or passive repayment of federal student loans. While there are many trade-offs and challenges to consider at the conceptual level, the impact on borrowers, taxpayers, and college affordability also depends on key aspects of how such programs and related systems are designed.67

For example, the consequences of making IDR the default or only repayment option are shaped by how much students and families can or need to borrow in the first place, as well as characteristics of the loans themselves. The interest rate on student loans can affect borrowers’ monthly and total payments in IDR plans, as well as the importance of the length of the repayment period and availability of loan forgiveness.68

To illustrate the effect of interest rates on total payments, consider Borrower A, a single borrower with $29,400 in federal loans.69 She earns $35,000 in adjusted gross income (AGI) in her first year of work, and her income increases 4% a year.70 Unless otherwise noted, this example is used throughout this section. For more detail about the borrower examples, see Appendix B.

As shown in Figure 5, if the average interest rate on this borrower’s loans were 6.80% rather than 3.86%, this borrower would end up paying 14% ($5,100) more under the 10-year standard repayment plan, and 46% ($18,850) more under the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) plan.71 The borrower would also spend four and a half more years in repayment under PAYE if her loans had the higher interest rate (20 years vs. 15 years and 5 months).

---

67 For more information about TICAS’ comprehensive proposals for student aid reform, including specific proposals around federal loans and repayment, see TICAS. 2013. **Aligning the Means and the Ends: How to Improve Federal Student Aid and Increase College Access and Success.** http://www.ticas.org/pub_view.php?id=873.

68 For example, if there is no interest charged above inflation, the length of the repayment period has less of an effect on how much borrowers end up paying.

69 $29,400 was the average total student loan debt (including both federal and private loans) for borrowers who graduated with bachelor’s degrees in academic year 2011-12. 77% of bachelor’s degree recipients that year had student debt. See TICAS. 2013. **Student Debt and the Class of 2012.** http://projectonstudentdebt.org/files/pubs/classof2012.pdf.

70 Note that both monthly payments and total costs are affected by a multitude of factors specific to the borrower, including his or her debt amount, household size, and income trajectory over the repayment period.

71 6.80% was the interest rate on new unsubsidized Stafford loans taken out during the 2012-13 year. 3.86% is the interest rate on new unsubsidized undergraduate Stafford loans taken out during the 2013-14 year.
It is also necessary to carefully consider the design features of an IDR plan, and how they would likely affect outcomes for borrowers and other stakeholders. These elements differ across currently available IDR plans in the U.S., as well as IDR programs in other countries. See Figure 1 in the “Context and Approach” section and Figure 2 in the “Comparative Perspective: Income-Driven Repayment in Australia and the United Kingdom” section for more information. Important features include:

1. **Which borrowers and which loans are eligible for repayment under the plan.** For example, the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) plan in the U.S. is only available to borrowers with loans disbursed during a certain time period who also have relatively high debt compared to their income. In addition, PAYE only covers certain types of loans.

2. **How interest accrues, and whether and when interest capitalizes** (i.e., is added to the principal balance). For example, under Classic Income-Based Repayment (IBR), 2014 IBR, and PAYE, unpaid accrued interest capitalizes when borrowers no longer qualify to make income-based payments due to increases in income or decreases in family size.\(^\text{72}\)

3. **How the monthly payment is calculated**: the percentage of income (flat or sliding scale), how income is defined (gross income, adjusted gross income/AGI, discretionary income, or another measure), and whether there is a minimum (non-zero) or maximum monthly payment amount. For example, monthly payments under PAYE are calculated as 10% of discretionary income (defined as AGI minus 150% of the poverty level), capped at the 10-year standard payment amount. The minimum payment is $0.

4. **Whether there is an income threshold below which borrowers are not required to make payments, what that threshold is, and whether it adjusts for household size.** For example, in Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE, borrowers do not have to make payments until their AGI exceeds 150% of the federal poverty guideline for their family size. That amount of income is also excluded from the calculation of monthly payment amounts. Australia uses a higher income threshold before borrowers have to make payments, but it does not adjust for family size.

5. **How easy it is for borrowers to prepay their loans if they are able to, and how prepayments are treated.** For example, in Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE there is no penalty for prepayment. Any excess payments are first applied to accrued interest, then outstanding fees, then principal.

6. **Whether remaining loan balances are discharged after a certain number or years of qualifying payments, how many years or payments are required, and which payments qualify** (e.g., calculated $0 monthly payments or payments made before consolidation). For example, remaining loan balances are discharged after 20 years of qualifying payments under PAYE. In contrast, there is no maximum repayment period in the Australian IDR system, so borrowers have to continue making payments until their loan is entirely paid off or until they die.

---

\(^{72}\) In this situation, borrowers’ monthly payments will be the amount they would have paid under the 10-year standard repayment plan at the time they entered Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, or PAYE, also called the “permanent standard” amount. Borrowers can remain in Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, or PAYE and return to making income-based payments if their income drops or family size increases.
7. **Whether discharged amounts are treated as taxable income.** For example, amounts discharged under IDR plans in the U.S. are treated as taxable income, though amounts discharged under the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program are not.

8. **Whether the benefits of the program are targeted to borrowers who need help the most.** For example, the Australian IDR system sets monthly payments using a sliding scale for borrowers with incomes above the repayment threshold. Higher earners pay a larger percentage of their total taxable income (up to 8%). There is also a sliding scale in Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE in the U.S., due to the income exclusion and calculation of discretionary income, but those plans cap payments in ways that can leave high-income borrowers paying a lower percentage of their total taxable income than other borrowers. See pp. 25-28 for a description of TICAS’ proposal to better target IDR benefits.

The following examples illustrate how much these features of an IDR plan can affect costs for borrowers.

**Calculation of monthly payment as certain percentages of income**

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the differences in monthly and total payment amounts between an IDR plan that calculates monthly payments as 15% of discretionary income and a plan that calculates monthly payments as 10% of discretionary income. “Discretionary income” is defined here as the amount of adjusted gross income (AGI) above 150% of the poverty level for the borrower’s household size. This example assumes both plans have a 20-year repayment period, though in both cases the borrower ends up paying off her loans in less than 20 years. Again, Borrower A has $29,400 debt and a $35,000 starting AGI, increasing 4% a year. The average interest rate on her loans is 6.8%.

This borrower’s monthly payment would be 47% ($70) higher if it were 15% of her discretionary income rather than 10%. However, she would end up paying less in total under the 15% plan.

---

73 This is the definition of “discretionary income” used by the Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE plans. Classic IBR (for borrowers who took out loans before July 1, 2014) sets monthly payments as 15% of discretionary income, while PAYE and 2014 IBR set monthly payments as 10% of discretionary income.

74 Note that the actual IBR plan available to those who started borrowing before July 2014 (Classic IBR) has a 25-year repayment period.
Income threshold for payments

Currently, Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE include an “income exclusion” that is used to calculate discretionary income and also serves as a threshold below which borrowers are not required to make payments (i.e., the calculated monthly payment is $0). For all three programs, the income exclusion is 150% of the poverty level for the borrower’s household size.

People with incomes below 150% of poverty (e.g., $17,505 for a single person in 2014) are unlikely to be able to afford to make any student loan payments, because they have little or no income after paying for necessities such as housing, food, and transportation. Lowering the amount of income protected would increase the monthly payment amount for most borrowers, and could lead to unaffordable payments for borrowers with low incomes. Borrowers with very high incomes, however, have so much discretionary income that the income exclusion is unnecessary. Removing or changing the income exclusion can also affect how much borrowers end up paying over the life of the loan.

Additionally, the income exclusion in Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE allows monthly payments to rise gradually with a borrower’s income. This prevents the “cliff effect” that occurs in systems where there is a repayment threshold, but income below the threshold is not excluded from the calculation of IDR payments. Under such systems, borrowers just above the repayment threshold may be abruptly required to repay a sizeable share of their total income.

---

75 This figure illustrates total amounts paid in current dollars and then discounted at a 2.4% annual rate, the projected average annual increase in the Consumer Price Index over the next 20 years. This calculation does not apply a discount rate above inflation, which will depend on external factors such as federal interest rates and the borrower’s personal preferences for having more money now or in the future. Note that economists and government agencies vary in the discount rates they apply in their calculations and may apply different discount rates for different years.


The examples below are based on Borrower A, who has $29,400 debt and a $35,000 starting AGI, increasing 4% a year. As shown in Figure 8, this borrower’s monthly payments would be almost twice as high under Pay As You Earn (PAYE) without the income exclusion. If she could actually afford the much larger monthly payments, this particular borrower would end up paying thousands less over the life of the loan, as illustrated in Figure 9.

**FIGURE 8:**
Borrower pays much more per month under PAYE without the income exclusion

**FIGURE 9:**
Borrower pays less in total under PAYE without the income exclusion

**Length of the repayment period**

Beyond the calculation of monthly payment amounts, how long borrowers are required to make such payments can greatly affect their total cost, as well as their ability and willingness to make other financial and personal commitments, as discussed in “Trade-offs and Challenges of Mandatory Income-Driven Repayment.” Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE all include a “light at the end of the tunnel:” a maximum repayment period after which remaining debt, if any, is discharged. As discussed earlier, a trade-off of making lower payments over a longer period of
time is that accrued interest leads to higher total costs, especially if repayment periods are very long or unlimited.78

In the example below, Borrower B is a single borrower who has $29,400 in federal debt, earns $30,000 AGI in the first year with increases of 4% a year, and has an average interest rate of 6.8% on his loans. His monthly payments are set at 10% of discretionary income.

As shown in Figure 10, Borrower B would pay $20,000 (44%) more in current dollars under this 10% plan if the repayment period were 25 years rather than 20 years. After adjusting for inflation, the borrower would pay more than $11,000 more.79

**Figure 10: Borrower pays much more in total with a 25-year repayment period**

![Graph showing comparison between 20-year and 25-year repayment periods](image)

**Total Amount Paid (Current Dollars)**
- 20-Year Repayment Period: $45,700
- 25-Year Repayment Period: $34,750

**Total Amount Paid (Inflation-Adjusted)**
- 20-Year Repayment Period: $46,400
- 25-Year Repayment Period: $34,750

---

### Taxation of discharged amounts

As discussed above, discharging remaining debt after a certain number of qualifying payments helps contain the actual and perceived risk of accruing more interest over the life of the loan under IDR than under other repayment plans. However, this benefit is severely undermined if discharged loan balances are treated as taxable income.

Under current law, debt discharged under the existing IDR plans is taxable, while debt discharged under the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is not.80 Borrowers who have low incomes at the end of their repayment period and have remaining debt discharged may face unaffordable tax penalties. For example, consider Borrower C, a single borrower with $29,400 in federal debt, earning $25,000 AGI in the first year with income increases of 4% a year.81

---

78 Total costs can be even higher if unpaid accrued interest capitalizes during the course of repayment. This occurs under Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE if borrowers have unpaid accrued interest and no longer qualify to make income-based payments due to increases in income or decreases in family size. Borrowers with lower incomes for a longer period of time are more likely to have large amounts of outstanding interest, so interest capitalization would greatly increase the size of their loan balance and the length of time it would take them to repay it in full. As such, limiting the IDR repayment period helps to contain the risk of making higher total payments for those borrowers.

79 This calculation does not apply a discount rate above inflation, which will depend on external factors such as federal interest rates and the borrower’s personal preferences for having more money now or in the future. Note that economists and government agencies vary in the discount rates they apply in their calculations and may apply different discount rates for different years.


81 For more information about this borrower, see Appendix B.
He is enrolled in PAYE and his loans have an average interest rate of 6.8%. After 20 years of responsible payments, his remaining loan balance of $38,550 (current dollars) is discharged.82 His federal tax liability on that discharged amount would be an estimated $9,650, more than doubling his overall tax bill.83 Borrowers who are unable to pay their full tax liability in one year face additional costs due to IRS penalties and interest that accrues on the unpaid amount.84 The engineer of Australia’s IDR system believes that the taxation of discharged debt undermines the policy goal of managing borrowers’ risk through IDR, that it “actually can increase the burden of risk on borrowers when ICL [income-contingent loan repayment] is supposed to do the opposite.”85

**Targeting of benefits**

The particular design of an IDR plan affects how differently situated borrowers may benefit. For example, while PAYE (as currently designed) can substantially reduce monthly payment amounts for low-income borrowers, it can also allow some high-debt, high-income borrowers to pay a smaller share of their incomes than other borrowers and receive substantial loan forgiveness when they could have afforded to pay more.

To better target IDR benefits in the U.S., we have proposed:86

1. **Gradually phasing out the income exclusion for higher income borrowers.** Borrowers with very high incomes can spend a larger share of total income on loan payments and still have sufficient funds to cover basic necessities, such as food and housing. The income exclusion would remain 150% of the poverty level, accounting for household size, up to an AGI of $100,000. At an AGI of $101,000, the percentage of poverty used to calculate the income exclusion would decrease by 1 percentage point and continue decreasing by 1 percentage point for each $1,000 of AGI above $100,000 until it reaches 0% at an AGI of $250,000. For example, at an AGI of $101,000, the income exclusion would be 149% of poverty; at an AGI of $102,000, the income exclusion would be 148% of poverty; and so forth. The AGI level at which the income exclusion phase-out begins would be indexed to inflation.

2. **Removing the standard payment cap on monthly payment amounts.** The way monthly payments are capped in Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE results in some high-income borrowers paying a smaller share of their income than lower income borrowers.87 We propose capping monthly payments at 10% of discretionary income (calculated with the phase-out described above) rather than at the “permanent standard” payment amount. The Administration and others have also proposed eliminating the standard payment cap so that borrowers in IDR plans are always making

---

82 The borrower’s AGI when remaining debt is discharged (year 21) is $54,800 in current dollars ($34,400 in 2014 dollars). His total payments made under PAYE are less than under 10-year standard repayment: $30,800 compared to $40,600 in current dollars.

83 Calculations by the Tax Policy Center. The borrower’s federal tax liability would increase from an estimated $7,050 to $16,700 due to the discharged debt. All figures are in current dollars, rounded to the nearest $50.

84 While borrowers may be able to repay unmanageable tax obligations through a six-year installment plan, they will still incur penalties and fees as well as interest, and face the new risk of defaulting on debt owed to the IRS. See http://www.irs.gov/Individuals/Payment-Plans-Installment-Agreements for more information.

85 Bruce Chapman, email correspondence with the authors, January 26, 2014. Cited with the author’s permission.


87 Under current law, the monthly payment amount for Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE is calculated as a proportion of the borrower’s discretionary income, up to but not exceeding the “permanent standard” amount - the monthly amount the borrower would have had to pay had she entered a 10-year standard repayment plan when she entered Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, or PAYE. Borrowers whose incomes rise above the point where they must start paying the permanent standard amount are, by definition, paying a smaller share of their discretionary income than borrowers making income-based payments.
payments based on their income.88 By having borrowers with high incomes make larger monthly payments, it better targets benefits and prevents high-debt, high-income borrowers from receiving substantial loan forgiveness when they could have afforded to pay more.

Figures 11-14 illustrate how these targeting proposals would affect certain borrowers. For more detail about these borrowers, including the dollar amounts for monthly payments, total payments, and amounts discharged, see Appendix B.

Borrower D: OB/GYN, married with two children, has $192,000 in federal loans, earns $45,000 during 4-year residency and then $190,000 in private practice, increasing 4% a year. Her household size decreases in years 10 and 15 as children leave home.

As shown in Figure 11, this borrower would repay her loan in full under Classic (15%) IBR. She would pay less in total under PAYE and 2014 IBR and receive more than $81,000 in loan forgiveness. Under TICAS’ targeting proposal, she would pay more in total than under Classic IBR, PAYE, or 2014 IBR, and receive no loan forgiveness. However, she would pay about the same amount, in current dollars, under our targeting proposal as under the 25-year extended repayment plan with fixed payments based only on her loan amount.


89 All figures in this chart are in current dollars. For more detail about this borrower, including inflation-adjusted values for total payments and amounts discharged, see Appendix B.
Figure 12 illustrates how the targeting changes would affect the borrower’s monthly payment amounts. The red “standard payment cap” mark at $2,210 illustrates this borrower’s monthly payment amount under the 10-year standard repayment plan, which is the maximum monthly payment under Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE. The grey dotted line represents our targeting proposal. It continues rising above the standard-payment cap through the end of the repayment period, though the payments never exceed 10% of the borrower’s taxable income.

Borrower E: Married couple, has a child in year 8, $50,000 in combined federal loans, earns $60,000 in first year, income increases 4% a year.

This couple pays more in total under PAYE, 2014 IBR, and the TICAS proposal than under Classic IBR, but their monthly payments are more manageable. They repay in full under all plans, as shown in Figure 13.

The line graph displays the monthly payment amount at the beginning of each year. Generally, the borrower pays the same monthly payment amount for the entire year, unless the loan is repaid during that year.

All figures in this chart are in current dollars. For more detail about this borrower, including inflation-adjusted values for total payments and amounts discharged, see Appendix B.
Figure 14 shows that Borrower E’s monthly payment amounts under our targeting proposal are the same as under PAYE and 2014 IBR, except for the last two years of repayment, when the borrower would otherwise have hit the standard payment cap. In all cases, the monthly payment is more manageable than Classic IBR.

![Diagram showing monthly payments over time](image)

TRADE-OFFS AND CHALLENGES OF PASSIVE STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT

To streamline the process of making student loan payments and to reduce delinquency and default, some have proposed passive repayment systems in which borrowers would not have to initiate payments each month. Often discussed in conjunction with income-driven repayment (IDR), passive repayment can be applied to any type of loan payment. A passive repayment system can also take various forms, from how borrowers get enrolled to how the actual payments are made.

Although passive repayment can simplify the repayment process and help borrowers stay on top of their loan payments in many circumstances, it can also bring risks and complications in others. Here we briefly explore some of the trade-offs and challenges with two different approaches to passive repayment: electronic debit and paycheck withholding.

**Electronic debit**

In the U.S., borrowers in any federal student loan repayment plan can choose to make automatic payments from their bank accounts to their loan servicers through an “electronic debit account.” Borrowers receive a 0.25% interest-rate reduction while making payments this way. In fall 2013, more than two million (about one in five) Direct Loan borrowers were making automatic electronic payments.

---

92 The line graph displays the monthly payment amount at the beginning of each year. Generally, the borrower pays the same monthly payment amount for the entire year, unless the loan is repaid during that year. The line stops at the year when the borrower pays off his/her loan.


Borrowers who choose electronic debit do not have to remember to send monthly loan payments. They also retain the flexibility to adjust their payment amounts as needed, whether making a larger-than-scheduled payment after a financial windfall or freezing payments during a deferment or forbearance. Borrowers receive information about how to sign up when they get their first bill and then must take the initiative to set up the recurring debit. For passive repayment through electronic debit to be effective, borrowers must have a bank account and sufficient funds to cover their loan payments each month.

Paycheck withholding

Some proposals for making IDR the only or default repayment plan include passive repayment through paycheck withholding by the borrower’s employer, with the goal of simplifying the repayment process and/or reducing defaults.95 One existing model is Australia’s universal IDR system for student loans, which relies primarily on payments that are withheld from a borrower’s paycheck and remitted to the national tax authority, where they are ultimately applied to the borrower’s annual student loan obligation.96 Paycheck withholding for student loan payments operates similarly in the U.K.97

Making paycheck withholding the default or only way to remit student debt payments would pose particular risks to borrowers with little financial cushion. The forced prioritization of student debt over other expenses reduces the flexibility to respond to changing circumstances. For example, unexpected medical costs, unpaid sick days, or a car breakdown might require a reallocation of funds that are earmarked for student loan payments; a rate increase on a private student loan or a rent hike could alter a borrower’s financial situation for months or years. Even if enrolled in an IDR plan, borrowers might not always be able to cover their loan payments because of costs that cannot be perfectly factored into a repayment formula. The risks are greater in countries where the social safety net is relatively thin, as it is in the U.S. compared to Australia or the U.K.

The benefits and risks of paycheck-based passive repayment will vary based on conditions such as the borrower’s financial, employment, and tax-filing status.98 The extent to which employer withholding streamlines or complicates the repayment process depends on whether borrowers are working full-time or part-time, all year or part of the year, and one job or multiple jobs. In the U.K. and Australia, self-employed student-loan borrowers must do their own withholding. The way borrowers file taxes can also create complications for passive repayment, as well as whether they have enough money on hand to cover “lumpy” costs like those discussed above.

Figure 15 illustrates two types of borrower circumstances: some well-suited to paycheck withholding as a way to pay student loans, and others in which requiring paycheck withholding would likely add risk and complexity.

---


96 See “Comparative Perspective: Income-Driven Repayment in Australia and the United Kingdom” for more information.


98 There are additional challenges to implementing an automatic passive repayment system where IDR is the default or only repayment option. See “Trade-offs and Challenges of Mandatory Income-Driven Repayment” for more information.
FIGURE 15: SIMPLICITY OF PAYCHECK WITHHOLDING DEPENDS ON BORROWER CIRCUMSTANCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paycheck-based passive repayment might simplify the process for borrowers in these circumstances...</th>
<th>But might be complicated for borrowers in circumstances like these.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Employed full time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Has only one employer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Works year round</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Files taxes as single or married filing separately</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Has money on hand to cover “lumpy” costs (e.g., car repair, rent deposit, hospital bill)</td>
<td>• Employed part time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Works multiple jobs in a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Works at a seasonal job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Self-employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Files taxes jointly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not enough left after monthly bills to cover “lumpy” costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requiring employers to be middlemen in the student loan repayment process also creates layers of paperwork and potential for error. Borrowers would have to depend on their employers to make the correct loan payment and change or defer payments when needed. In the U.S., federal loan borrowers must already rely on loan servicers to track and adjust their payments, with uneven results. Adding employers to the mix would add more uncertainty for borrowers, especially given the variation in the size, type, sophistication, and capacity of employers to handle employees’ student loan issues. Employers would likely face new burdens as well.

Concerns and issues to consider include:

- How would employers be assisted with and held accountable for sending the correct payment, on time?
- How would borrowers be able to correct and protect their payment records and credit reports if a withheld payment were dropped, late, or incorrect?
- Would deferments or forbearances be available to borrowers in certain circumstances, as they currently are for borrowers in IDR plans in the U.S.? If so, how easy would deferments and forbearances be for borrowers to request and employers to implement?
- How would borrowers raise defenses against their debt? Automatic withholdings assume that people actually owe an outstanding debt and the right debt amount, but this will not always be the case.

There are also a number of logistical challenges that would have to be addressed in implementing loan repayment through paycheck withholding. These concerns are not insurmountable, but any passive repayment system must be designed carefully to ensure that it works well for different types of borrowers and employers, as well as for taxpayers.

The logistical challenges of paycheck withholding for student loan payments include:

- How to accommodate the self-employed, seasonally employed, those with multiple jobs, etc.
- How to accommodate joint tax filers.

---

• How to reconcile overpayments and underpayments, and what penalties are appropriate for underpayments.
• How to collect payments from borrowers who are out of the country for prolonged periods.
• Whether to continue to include student loans in credit reports, and if so, who would report the loan payments.

Addressing the challenges listed above would likely require exceptions and adjustments that undermine the goal of simplification. For example, in the U.K., efforts to avoid overpayments increase the system’s complexity as borrowers approach the end of their repayment period. Due to the significant lag time between employer reporting of withheld payments to the U.K. Student Loan Company (SLC) via the Tax Office, students are recommended to switch to sending payments directly to the SLC from their bank accounts for the final 23 months of payment, to avoid overpaying and having to apply for a refund.100

It is also worth noting that there is a high bar for the types of expenses that can be forcibly withheld from Americans’ paychecks, including unpaid child support, back taxes, and defaulted federal student loans. The question of whether routine student loan payments should effectively become wage garnishments must be addressed in any discussion of paycheck withholding as the automatic or only form of student loan repayment.

HUMAN CAPITAL CONTRACTS: DEBT BY ANOTHER NAME

While this paper focuses on approaches to repaying federal student loans, another type of financing that uses income-driven payments has recently become part of the public debate about student debt and college affordability. Human capital contracts (HCCs) are financing mechanisms that require payments based on a percentage of the recipient’s income for a fixed period of time, but the amount originally financed is not technically a loan because there is no principal or interest to pay down. Since early 2012, proposals to use taxpayer-backed HCCs to help finance public colleges and universities – instead of requiring students to pay tuition up front – have garnered considerable public attention.101 Some businesses have also generated buzz by presenting HCCs as a private-market alternative to student loans.102

With the rapid rise in public college tuition and growing concerns about student loan debt, both student and policymaker interest in alternative financing models is not surprising, especially when packaged as a “debt-free degree” with “no up-front costs” for students.103 In 2013, the state of Oregon passed a bill to study the feasibility of piloting HCCs for financing public college tuition.104 In a nod to its roots in a 2012 concept paper from a Washington state think tank,105 the

---

100 Student Loans Company (U.K.). September 20, 2011. “Graduates are being reminded of two options available when they are coming to the end of their loan repayments.” http://bit.ly/1gqodZK.
bill’s sponsors and supporters called their proposal “Pay It Forward, Pay It Back.” Legislation with a Pay-It-Forward theme has since been introduced in several other state legislatures as well as the U.S. House and Senate.106

Although well intentioned, financing higher education via HCCs does not lead to “debt-free” degrees or eliminate tuition, as often claimed.107 It simply defers the cost of tuition until the student is no longer in school and finances it with a future financial obligation that is called something other than a loan. This proposed approach could result in higher costs for students and lead states to further reduce their investment in public higher education without the countervailing public pressure that comes in response to tuition hikes.

**Key differences between Pay-It-Forward-style HCCs and IDR**

Because both HCCs and income-driven repayment (IDR) plans rely on payments tied to a percentage of income, they are sometimes conflated and presented as having the same potential benefits and risks. While there is some overlap, there are also important differences.

Both IDR and HCC payments would be determined by the student’s income after leaving school. Unlike IDR, however, HCCs do not involve a fixed amount owed, so the debt obligation cannot be retired before the end of the repayment period (typically 20 years or more). HCCs used for public college tuition also differ from IDR in that they are a higher education funding mechanism and not just a student payment mechanism, and would further erode the shared responsibility between students and taxpayers. After an initial investment from the state, revenues from HCC payments would be relied on to comprise a significant portion of the funding base for public higher education going forward, accelerating the shift from public higher education being financed by a combination of taxpayers across the generations, students, and students’ families, to being financed primarily by students themselves. In fact, the initial Pay It Forward proposal called for converting pre-existing state grants for lower income students to HCC contracts.108

These differences mean that Pay-It-Forward-style HCCs are likely to lead to even higher costs for public college students, especially those who currently depend on state grant aid. The use of HCCs for public college tuition could also have other unintended consequences, including relieving pressure on states to keep tuition down (since institutional budgets would be determined by post-graduate incomes and HCC contract terms, not tuition), and distorting the range of programs that universities offer (to maximize graduates’ earnings and thus university revenues).

HCCs also present distinct logistical and actuarial challenges, such as: large up-front program costs before revenues start coming in; coordination with federal aid programs and federal loan repayment plans (for those students with both an HCC for tuition and federal loans to help cover the other costs of being in college, such as books and housing); how to design sound actuarial models that take into account potentially wide fluctuations in students’ future earnings; and how to set payment levels that are both manageable for students and large enough to cover unknown future tuition costs.

---

106 Pay-It-Forward themed legislation has been introduced in more than 15 states so far, and federal legislation has been introduced in the House and Senate by members of Oregon’s delegation, Senator Merkley and Representative Bonamici. Some examples of state bills that have been introduced include SB 192 in Vermont, H 4414 in South Carolina, SB 2001 in Oklahoma, AB 8218 in New York, HB 3631 in Massachusetts, SB 667 in Maine, and AB 1456 in California.


NEED FOR MORE RESEARCH AND DATA

Currently available research and data have many gaps that prevent a more thorough and precise assessment of how default or mandatory income-driven repayment (IDR) and/or passive repayment would advance or undermine the goals of college access, success, and affordability. For example, it is crucial to understand more about loan aversion, how borrowers make decisions about student loan repayment plans, and the results of those choices. To ensure that repayment system changes do not impose additional burdens on the neediest populations, we also need more data to inform analyses of how student loan policies might affect borrowers in different circumstances (e.g., demographic and household characteristics, debt amounts, income levels, and types of employment).

Questions for further exploration and research include:\(^{109}\)

- How do perceptions and fears about borrowing affect college-going choices, especially for lower income students? How much do those perceptions have to do with the size of the loan balance, the size of the monthly payment amount, and/or the amount of time it would take to pay off the loan?
- How are borrowing decisions affected by different aspects of the student loan system, such as the interest rate, monthly payment amounts, total payment amounts, likelihood and consequences of delinquency or default, potential for negative amortization, and availability of loan forgiveness?
- How do borrowers choose repayment plans? How often do they switch? What information affects their decisions, and how?
- What are the characteristics of borrowers in different repayment plans (e.g., debt amounts, incomes, household sizes, length of time in repayment, type of program/school attended, ages, race/ethnicity)?
- What share of borrowers is expected to pay more in total under an existing IDR plan than under standard 10-year repayment? How much more, and for which groups of borrowers?
- What is the repayment status of borrowers in IDR plans compared to those in other plans? What share of borrowers in delinquency or default is enrolled in each repayment plan?
- When do borrowers default? How often do they re-default after reentering repayment?
- What are the characteristics of borrowers who default?
- During repayment, what is the relative effect of the size of the monthly loan payment, the size of the loan balance (particularly if negative amortization occurs), and the length of time it takes to repay the loan on borrowers’ other financial and personal decisions? What are the psychological and behavioral effects of carrying student debt for a long period of time?
- What is the likelihood of borrowers facing large, unexpected costs (e.g., health care expenses or private loan payments) that are not included in the IDR monthly payment formulas?
- Which borrowers are more likely to opt-in to passive repayment via “electronic debit”? What kinds of communications and/or processes could encourage more borrowers to do so?
- What are the employment characteristics and tax filing statuses of borrowers (e.g., what share is in contingent employment and what share files taxes jointly)?\(^{110}\)

\(^{109}\) These questions include but are not limited to those on pp. 15-16.

\(^{110}\) See Figure 15 on p. 30 for more information on the types of borrower circumstances that are more or less well-suited to paycheck withholding as a way to pay student loans.
OTHER APPROACHES TO STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT REFORM

TICAS has developed a comprehensive package of federal student loan reforms to reduce complexity, improve targeting, contain debt burdens, support wise borrowing decisions, and encourage college completion. These proposals include several practical recommendations for streamlining and improving repayment options that do not rely on income-driven repayment (IDR) for all borrowers, or on passive repayment through paycheck withholding. Summarized below are several changes that would give borrowers access to better options, information, and processes.

Let borrowers choose between one well-designed IDR plan and a limited menu of traditional plans.

One new and improved IDR plan. One IDR plan would replace today’s four: Income-Based Repayment (Classic IBR) as currently available, IBR for new borrowers starting July 2014 (2014 IBR), Pay As You Earn (PAYE), and Income-Contingent Repayment (ICR). Borrowers already enrolled in these plans could stay in them or switch to the new plan. The new IDR plan would:

- Be available to all federal loan borrowers, regardless of their debt or income level, whether their loans are Direct or FFEL, or when they borrowed;
- Ensure payments never exceed 10% of taxable income;
- Discharge any remaining debt after 20 years of payments;
- Provide $0 monthly payments for borrowers with incomes at or below 150% of the poverty guideline for their family size;
- Better target benefits to those who need help the most;
- Make it easy for borrowers to keep their income information up to date; and
- Not tax discharged debt as income.

Traditional plans. Borrowers could also choose from a limited menu of traditional plans with incrementally longer repayment periods available to those with larger balances when they enroll.

Improve the timing, content, and effectiveness of student loan counseling to help students borrow wisely and pick a repayment plan that works for them. For example, exit counseling should guide borrowers who want to reduce their debt’s overall cost and can afford to pay it down faster to a shorter-term repayment plan. It should guide borrowers who want assurance that their monthly payments will remain affordable to the new and improved IDR plan.

Better prevent student loan defaults by automatically enrolling severely delinquent borrowers who have not made a payment in six months in the IDR plan; targeting outreach to borrowers showing signs of financial distress,111 and providing loan discharges when students are defrauded by their college, paid for by the school.

These recommendations, along with more comprehensive proposals for reforming student loans and other aspects of federal student aid policy, are detailed in a 2013 report: Aligning the Means and the Ends: How to Improve Federal Student Aid and Increase College Access and Success, which is available at www.ticas.org.

CONCLUSION

The complex federal student loan repayment system is clearly ripe for streamlining and improvement, but requiring income-driven repayment (IDR) for everyone could have unintended consequences, and it is certainly not the only way to help more borrowers keep up with their loan payments and avoid default. The vision of all borrowers seamlessly making affordable payments and staying out of default must be tempered with the reality of our country’s broader financial aid and higher education systems, as well as the risk of unintended consequences, particularly for lower income students.

The models from other countries, while appealing in many ways, are not as simple or easily transferrable to the U.S. context as they may first appear, and they are still in flux. The potential for higher costs and other consequences for students, the importance of strengthened college accountability policies, and the gaps in available data and research all point to the need to proceed with caution in considering proposals for mandatory or default IDR and/or passive repayment. Meanwhile, there are improvements that policymakers can and should make without delay to help ensure that borrowers have access to better information, clearer choices, and well-designed processes that help keep their payments manageable and reduce defaults.
This appendix provides descriptions and source citations for the information included in Figure 2 in the “Comparative Perspective: Income-Driven Repayment in Australia and the United Kingdom” section of this paper.

How many institutions (degree- or non-degree-granting) are eligible to participate in the country’s national student loan programs?

- Australian Government. Study Assist website. “Providers that offer Commonwealth Assistance.” [Link]
- U.K. Higher Education Statistics Agency. 2013. “Students in Higher Education Institutions, 2011/12.” Table 1: “All students by HE institution, level of study, mode of study, and domicile.” [Link]

How many students are enrolled in any kind of higher education?

- Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). StatExtracts: “Students enrolled by type of institution.” [Link]. Figures include students enrolled in all types of tertiary education in 2011.

How much do all students, past and present, currently owe in federal educational loans?

- Grattan Institute (A.U.). 2013. “Reform HECS, but don’t sell off the debt.” [Link]
- Library of the House of Commons (U.K.). 2014. Student Loan Statistics. [Link]. Note that the figure does not include previous portfolio of outstanding student debt sold to banks (valued at £1.25 billion at the end of 2003-04).
- U.S. Department of Education, Federal Student Aid (FSA). “Federal Student Aid Portfolio Summary.” [Link]. Figure includes federal loans for both students and parents, as of December 31, 2013.

Does the national government cap how high tuition can be?

- Australian Government. Study Assist website. “Student contribution amounts.” [Link]

How are interest rates for student loans calculated in each country and what were the interest rates in 2013?

- Student Loans Company (U.K.). “Student Loan Repayment: Interest Rates.” [Link]
- Australian Government. Study Assist website. “Interest and Indexation.” [Link]
- Australian Taxation Office. “HELP indexation rates.” [Link]


Who initiates monthly student loan payments: Employers or borrowers themselves?

At what income level do borrowers start repaying their debt, how much do they pay if above the threshold, and is there a time limit beyond which remaining debt is discharged?

Can borrowers prepay their loan balance without being subject to penalties?

How can borrowers access their updated loan balance information?
• U.S. Department of Education, National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS). http://www.nslds.ed.gov/nslds_SA/. In addition to using NSLDS, federal loan borrowers in the U.S. can check their balances at any time with their loan servicer. Loan servicers will have the most up-to-date information on borrowers’ student loan balances.
APPENDIX B: BORROWER EXAMPLE DETAILS

The following tables cover five example borrowers:

- **Borrower A**: Single borrower with $29,400 in federal loans and earning $35,000 adjusted gross income (AGI).
- **Borrower B**: Single borrower with $29,400 in federal loans and earning $30,000 AGI.
- **Borrower C**: Single borrower with $29,400 in federal loans and earning $25,000 AGI.
- **Borrower D**: OB/GYN, married with two children, with $192,000 in federal loans. She earns $45,000 AGI during a four-year residency and then $190,000 in private practice.
- **Borrower E**: Married couple who have a child in year eight of repayment, with $50,000 in combined federal loans and earning $60,000 AGI.

The tables illustrate monthly payments, total payments, and number of years in repayment under some or all of the following repayment plans:112

- 10-year standard repayment, the current “default” plan113
- 25-year extended repayment114
- Classic (15%) Income-Based Repayment (IBR)
- 10% IDR (2014 IBR and Pay As You Earn, or PAYE)115

Unless otherwise noted, the calculations for the example borrowers in this paper are based on the following assumptions:

- The borrower is single, does not have anyone else in the household, and lives in one of the 48 contiguous states.
- The borrower’s AGI increases 4% a year.
- The average interest rate on his or her loans is 6.80%.
- The income exclusion is 150% of the poverty level for the borrower’s household size, as under current rules for Classic IBR, 2014 IBR, and PAYE.
- Calculations are based on 2014 poverty levels and assume that the poverty level increases annually at the rate of inflation.
- Total amounts paid are illustrated in current dollars and then discounted at a 2.4% annual rate, the projected average annual increase in the Consumer Price Index over the next 20 years.116
- Monthly payments are rounded to the nearest $10, total payments to the nearest $50.

Note that both monthly payments and total costs are affected by a multitude of factors specific to the borrower, including his or her debt amount, household size, and income trajectory over the repayment period. Additionally, as discussed in “Why Program Design Matters,” the specific features of the loans and the IDR plan will also affect costs for borrowers.

---

112 For more information about the IDR plans, see Figure 1 on p. 4.
115 These example borrowers end up having the same monthly payment amounts, total amounts paid, and total amounts forgiven in both PAYE and 2014 IBR, though other borrowers may end up paying less in total under PAYE because of its cap on interest capitalization. Additionally, there are other procedural and eligibility differences between PAYE and 2014 IBR.
116 These calculations do not apply a discount rate above inflation, which will depend on external factors such as federal interest rates and the borrower’s personal preferences for having more money now or in the future. Note that economists and government agencies vary in the discount rates they apply in their calculations and may apply different discount rates for different years.
### TABLE 1: BORROWER A ($29,400 DEBT, $35,000 AGI, INCREASING 4% A YEAR) WITH A 6.80% INTEREST RATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10-year standard repayment</th>
<th>15% IBR (25-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (PAYE and 2014 IBR, 20-yr period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly payment amount in first year</td>
<td>$340</td>
<td>$220</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made</td>
<td>$40,600</td>
<td>$46,000</td>
<td>$59,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made, adjusted for inflation</td>
<td>$36,050</td>
<td>$39,000</td>
<td>$45,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged, in 2014 dollars</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in repayment</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table provides more information for Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

### TABLE 2: BORROWER A ($29,400 DEBT, $35,000 AGI, INCREASING 4% A YEAR) WITH A 3.86% INTEREST RATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10-year standard repayment</th>
<th>15% IBR (25-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (PAYE and 2014 IBR, 20-yr period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly payment amount in first year</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>$220</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made</td>
<td>$35,500</td>
<td>$36,650</td>
<td>$40,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made, adjusted for inflation</td>
<td>$31,500</td>
<td>$31,900</td>
<td>$33,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged, in 2014 dollars</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in repayment</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table provides more information for Figure 5.

### TABLE 3: BORROWER A ($29,400 DEBT, $35,000 AGI, INCREASING 4% A YEAR) WITH A 6.80% INTEREST RATE AND NO INCOME EXCLUSION*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10-year standard repayment</th>
<th>15% IBR (25-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (PAYE and 2014 IBR, 20-yr period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly payment amount in first year</td>
<td>$340</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made</td>
<td>$40,600</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$41,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made, adjusted for inflation</td>
<td>$36,050</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$36,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged, in 2014 dollars</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in repayment</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note: Without the income exclusion, this borrower no longer qualifies for Classic (15%) IBR.

This table provides more information for Figures 8 and 9.

### TABLE 4: BORROWER B ($29,400 DEBT, $30,000 AGI, INCREASING 4% A YEAR) WITH A 6.80% INTEREST RATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10-year standard repayment</th>
<th>15% IBR (25-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (20-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (25-yr period)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly payment amount in first year</td>
<td>$340</td>
<td>$160</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made</td>
<td>$40,600</td>
<td>$55,400</td>
<td>$45,700</td>
<td>$65,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made, adjusted for inflation</td>
<td>$36,050</td>
<td>$43,700</td>
<td>$34,750</td>
<td>$46,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$22,850</td>
<td>$8,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged, in 2014 dollars</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$14,350</td>
<td>$4,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in repayment</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This is a hypothetical plan for the purposes of illustration only, not an existing IDR plan in the U.S.

This table provides more information for Figure 10.
## TABLE 5: BORROWER C ($29,400 DEBT, $25,000 AGI, INCREASING 4% A YEAR) WITH A 6.80% INTEREST RATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10-year standard repayment</th>
<th>15% IBR (25-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (PAYE and 2014 IBR, 20-yr period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly payment amount in first year</td>
<td>$340</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made</td>
<td>$40,600</td>
<td>$66,550</td>
<td>$30,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made, adjusted for inflation</td>
<td>$36,050</td>
<td>$46,750</td>
<td>$23,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$7,200</td>
<td>$38,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged, in 2014 dollars</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$4,050</td>
<td>$24,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in repayment</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table provides more information for the scenario described on p. 24-25.

## TABLE 6: BORROWER D (OB/GYN, MARRIED WITH TWO CHILDREN, $192,000 DEBT WITH A 6.80% INTEREST RATE, $45,000 AGI DURING 4-YEAR RESIDENCY, THEN $190,000 IN PRIVATE PRACTICE, INCREASING 4% A YEAR). HER HOUSEHOLD SIZE DECREASES FROM FOUR IN YEAR 1 TO THREE IN YEAR 10, THEN TWO IN YEAR 15, DUE TO HER CHILDREN LEAVING HOME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10-year standard repayment</th>
<th>25-year extended repayment</th>
<th>15% IBR (25-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (PAYE and 2014 IBR, 20-yr period)</th>
<th>TICAS Proposal: PAYE w/income exclusion phase-out, no standard payment cap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly payments</td>
<td>$2,210</td>
<td>$1,330</td>
<td>$120 to $2,210</td>
<td>$80 to $2,210</td>
<td>$80 to $2,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made</td>
<td>$265,150</td>
<td>$399,800</td>
<td>$372,150</td>
<td>$349,000</td>
<td>$405,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made, adjusted for inflation</td>
<td>$235,500</td>
<td>$300,400</td>
<td>$286,250</td>
<td>$258,350</td>
<td>$299,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged, in 2014 dollars</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in repayment</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table provides more information for Figures 11 and 12.

## TABLE 7: BORROWER E (MARRIED COUPLE, HAVE CHILD IN YEAR 8, $50,000 DEBT WITH A 6.80% INTEREST RATE, $60,000 AGI, INCREASING 4% A YEAR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10-year standard repayment</th>
<th>25-year extended repayment</th>
<th>15% IBR (25-yr period)</th>
<th>10% IDR (PAYE and 2014 IBR, 20-yr period)</th>
<th>TICAS Proposal: PAYE w/income exclusion phase-out, no standard payment cap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly payments</td>
<td>$580</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$460 to $580</td>
<td>$300 to $580</td>
<td>$300 to $610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made</td>
<td>$69,050</td>
<td>$104,100</td>
<td>$72,550</td>
<td>$92,550</td>
<td>$92,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total payments made, adjusted for inflation</td>
<td>$61,350</td>
<td>$78,250</td>
<td>$63,250</td>
<td>$73,400</td>
<td>$73,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount discharged, in 2014 dollars</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in repayment</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table provides more information for Figures 13 and 14.